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Evolution Origins. Hyenas originated in the jungles of Miocene Eurasia 22 million years ago, when most early
feliform species were still largely arboreal.The first ancestral hyenas were likely similar to the modern banded
palm civet; one of the earliest hyena species described, Plioviverrops, was a lithe, civet-like animal that
inhabited Eurasia 20â€“22 million years ago, and is identifiable ...
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Ancient dog breeds. Ancient breed of dogs was a term once used for a group of dog breeds by the American
Kennel Club, but no longer. These breeds were referred to as "ancient breeds", as opposed to modern
breeds because historically it was believed that they had origins dating back over 500 years.
Dog breed - Wikipedia
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Showing our little lion dogs off to the rest of the world!
Thousands of FANTASY NAMES - fairy, gnomes, elves, goblins
BREEDING/ MATING MYTHS 1) "If a male and female are kept separately in cages about an inch apart, they
cannot mate." Actually, they can, although this is relatively uncommon. The male chinchilla's penis is
sheathed, it is the sheath that is observable when the male's underside is examined.
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